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Don Hatton finished in 30th place on Stage 1 of the Rallye International de Tunisie in Tunisia.

Day one on Saturday was a prologue event held on the beach near Tunis. This accommodated the
spectators allowing them to see the cars, motorcycles and heavy trucks up close and in full race
action. The terrain was very deep wet sand – not the easiest thing for Don to contend with riding
his heavy KTM 690.

Sunday’s Stage 1 was an early start with Don having a start time of 5:52 AM. Don did well with
the longest stage of the race: 586 kilometers. He was riding well up to approximately 65km from
the end of the stage when he was delayed for a mechanical issue. He was able to get underway
again and finished the special stage 1 hour 36 minutes off the pace

If you watch the video clips of the race ( http://www.pressetv.eu/rallye )you will see huge cacti
bordering the route in the desert area. They appear massive and even the event organizers gave
warning not to wander near them. This is not the place to loose concentration! You will also see
Don in the opening sequence riding number 18!

Tomorrow’s Stage 2 is a straight 288km special stage. That means they race the whole way riding
at 100%, no relaxing riding during a liaison. The stage consists of sand, sand with rocks, sand
dunes, soft sand and more fast, wide packed sand tracts to the bivouac at Nekrif.

Rally Raid Racing Factoid – things you might not kn ow or thought of :

Early start times for the motorcycle competitors is to allow them to get ahead, and hopefully keep
ahead, of the cars and trucks who are racing on the same route. Can you imagine riding flat out as
fast as you can on a narrow desert track and have a racecar doing 30 miles per hour faster than you
trying to pass you. Welcome to rally racing. 

For more information and photos check out www.rallyraidcanada.com
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